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STORMWATER UPDATE 

Construction Stormwater Class Fall 2021 and Spring 
2022 

With summer ending, now is the time for Engineering Technicians, 
Environmental inspectors, WPCMs and KDOT Engineers to start signing 
up for Certified Inspector Training (CIT) classes especially the one that is 
near and dear to my heart: Construction Stormwater (CSW) training.   

Sign-up for all CIT classes began on September 15th. Construction 
Stormwater continues a hybrid approach of both online and in person 
teaching.  Once signed up, you must complete the online lectures before 
signing up for an exam and field date.   

Make sure you complete the online lectures and sign up for an exam and 
field day date a minimum of 2 weeks prior to the field date as registration 
closes 7 business days prior to the date. Failure to meet the sign-up date 
means you will have to sign up for a later day and if you do not sign up for 
a field day by May 2nd, 2022 you will have to wait the entire construction 
season for a chance to sign up again. 

The online portion consists of 26 lectures varying from 5 to 25 minutes for 
a total viewing time of 7 hours.  The lectures can be viewed at your 
convenience. 

In This Issue 
 Construction Stormwater

Class 2021-2022
 What You Can See from a

Bird’s Eye View

CSW Training 
Online Exam and Field Dates 

10/26/21 
03/22/22, 03/23/22 
05/17/22, 05/18/22 

KSU CIT Program 
Certified Inspector Training (k-

state.edu) 
Registration for class begins 9/15/21. 
You must complete the online portion 
before signing up for the field lab and 

test! 

Kansas Contractors 
Association 

http://www.kansascontractors.org/ 
No Classes Scheduled 

All completed inspection reports must 
be submitted to the responsible Area 
Engineer and the contractor’s WPCM 

within 24 hours of each inspection.   
The Area Engineer must sign within 3 

calendar days and submit to 
KDOT.stormwaterinspection@ks.gov  

Failure to complete and submit 
inspection reports on time may result in 

disincentive assessment 

Mervin Lare, P.E. 
Stormwater Compliance 

Engineer 

Issue #33
September 21, 2021 

Aaron Snook and Kevin Palic teaching proper stabilization techniques at the 
newly dubbed “Endangered Beaver Pond.” 
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The field day consists of a 3-hour morning or afternoon class at Seeders Inc, in Wichita, KS.  Topics covered 
include proper device installation and inspection; stockpile management; stabilization practices; seed and 
equipment; and SWPPP inspection requirements. The field day is the right time to get in-person feedback on 
any SWPPP related topics. DO NOT BE LATE FOR THE FIELD DAY! You will be turned away if you are 
late by 10 minutes or more and will have to sign up for a different field day.    

The online test consists of 40 multiple choice questions.  Once started you have 1 hour to complete.  The test 
can be taken either before or after the field day but must be completed by 6:00pm on the 2nd day of classes.  Re-
takes are available but only during the next testing session.  This means if you wait until the May class to take 
the exam and fail you must wait until either the fall or next spring session to retake the test.  

Visit Certified Inspector Training (k-state.edu) for registration, schedules and course information.  If you have 
registration issues email KSU @ profed@k-state.edu .  

 

 

What You Can See from a Bird’s Eye View 
 

Back in February 2020, I obtained my Remote Pilot license, meaning I get to legally fly a drone on KDOT 
projects. I’ve flown a KDOT drone all over the state and I’d like to share some of the photos I’ve taken.   

The picture above shows a large washout in the bottom of a ditch with silt fence perimeter control that needs 
repaired.  The washout is at the bottom of a large fill. This picture has a resolution of 1.6 pixels/inch and was 
taken at 385 ft.  
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The top picture is soon after a rock ditch check was cleaned out. The bottom left picture shows a general 
overview of a project.  You can tell where the contractor is working due to the snow and soil contrasts, but 
no exact details. The right picture is zoomed in on the red circle. An almost legible Adopt a Highway sign is 
lying upstream of a bio-log.  All 3 pictures were taken at 385 feet.   
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Stormwater Update Online 

This issue and all past issues of this quarterly bulletin are available online at KDOT’s Stormwater website: 
http://www.ksdot.org/burconsmain/Connections/swppp.asp  

Contact Mervin Lare (mervin.lare@ks.gov) for questions, comments or suggestions for future content. 

These last pictures are from my 
latest flight and they come with a 
bit of a story.   
 
I had completed all my flights and 
my Visual Observer(VO) had left 
for the day.  This was the 2nd box 
to inspect on my oversight and I 
noticed they were de-watering.  
Since the inlet was sucking up very 
turbid water, I decided for follow 
the outlet pipe to see what the 
discharge looked like.    
 
After walking though 6ft tall grass 
I found the outlet pipe discharging 
directly into the waterway.  I was 
still on an easement, so I kept 
walking to see if any protections 
were in place downstream.  I found 
1 rock check “containing” the 
sediment on our project.   
 
I went back to the car and decided 
to get the drone in the air.  With no 
certified VO’s I ran the two 
inspectors accompanying me 
through a crash course on being a 
VO.   
 
The left picture is an overall view 
of the site.  The top right picture 
zooms in on the purple oval. You 
can see the pump and the sediment 
in the discharge area.  The bottom 
right picture zooms in on the red 
circle. The rock check did little to 
keep sediment on the project.  The 
blue oval shows sediment crossing 
the easement fence.  
 
This is a small sample showing the 
potential use of drones on KDOT 
projects, and I expect their use will 
only increase as we move forward.  
 
 


